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 How buyers change the business landscape

 Global trends and developments

 Imperatives for purchasing managers

 Some things to think about
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How buyers change the business landscape

Four records in Dutch NEVI-PMI (February 2018):

 Highest overall index value: 63.4 (2011: 60.7)

 Highest production index value: 63.3

 Highest employment index value: 62.6

 Lowest delivery times index: 28.6

How buyers change the business landscape

What goes up, must come down…

Things will change… 

What are the implications of the PMI for business 
managers…? And for purchasing and supply
managers…?
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How buyers change the business landscape

‘It Is Not the Strongest of the Species 
that Survives But the Most 
Adaptable…’

How buyers change the business landscape

Conclusions:

 Industry mirrors more of a ‘roller-coaster’ model than a linear
growth model…

 Business managers need more than ever to secure adaptive
ability and flexibility… on all aspects of business…
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How buyers change the business landscape

Conclusions:

 Agile and responsive supply chains i.e. supplier relationships
seem mandatory…

 Purchasing professionals have an important role in building such
supply chains and relationships…

Question: Do they actually do that?

Global trends and developments

10
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Global trends and developments

Discussion:

What challenges do we 
face as humans for the
years to come?

11

IMD. Tom Malnight and Tracey Keys (2012) 12
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Global trends and developments

Long-term trends

 Population growth, healthier, longer
life expectancy

 Increasing affluence/demand for
goods and services

 Digital data deluge

 Climate change/environmental
changes

 Technology advances, disruptive
innovation

 Financial/economic imbalances

 Resource scarcity: natural
resources, talent, time, capital

 Economic and financial power shifts

Short-term manifestations

 Food, water, electricity shortages
and rising prices

 Supply interruptions and uncertainty

 Rising cost pressures

 Competition for talent, technology, 
leadership and knowledge

 Financial market volatility

 Social unrest

 Increasing need to enhance
information management capacity

 Increasing technology and
innovation

 Growing social and corporate 
awareness of issues

13
IMD, Global Trend Report (2012), p.25 

Global trends and developments
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Challenge for business                           Challenge for society

‘Broader recognition of 

what are the critical

resources and taking

actions to address current

and future supply- demand

imbalances to mitigate

prices and ensure long-

term sustainable success’

‘Adjusting mindsets and

behaviors towards efficient

and equitable development, 

management and use of 

resources – creating a 

sustainable planet for future

generations’
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Purchasing trends and developments
The future
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Purchasing trends and developments
The future

Expectation: role of purchasing and supply
management will gradually change…

 From functional to cross-functional focus…

 From price-orientation to value-
orientation…

 From internal integration to external
integration…
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Purchasing trends and developments
The future

Top-10 purchasing trends (>5 years)

1. Digitalisation and ICT

2. Innovation

3. Scarcity

4. Flexibility

5. Business intelligence and Big Data

6. Supply chain management

7. Supplier management and SRM

8. Sustainability

9. Value creation

10. Talent development
18
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Purchasing trends and developments
The future
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1. Buying for

better business 

and a better world

(trend 3/4)

3. Value Chain 

innovation and

co-creation (trend 
6)

4. A new economy

and society (trend 

8/9)

2. Smart Supply 

Chains (Trend 

1/5)

Supply Chain of the Future (trend 2)
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Purchasing trends and developments
The future

Conclusions

 As organizations need to organize for flexibility outsourcing will
continue…

 Which will require efficient and responsive supply chains and
supplier relationships…

 The digital revolution will lead to increasing supply chain 
transparencies…

 Revealing purchasing malpractices and unethical purchasing
behavior…

20
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Purchasing trends and developments
The future

Implications

Operational purchasing will disappear…allowing purchasing to
focus on its strategic role…focusing on

 Business alignment

 Sourcing innovation

 Circular sourcing

Are purchasing professionals able to assume such a role?

21

Four purchasing imperatives
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Four purchasing imperatives

1. Create ‘Ruthless Transparency’ in purchasing…

2. ‘Engage-and-Connect’ with the Business…

3. ‘Focus on Best Value AND Cost Reduction’…

4. 4. Reduce waste, act circular…

Four purchasing imperatives

1. Create ‘Ruthless Transparency’ in purchasing…
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Four purchasing imperatives

2. ‘Engage-and-Connect’ with the Business…

25

1. Check contracts…

2. Select jointly the best possible

suppliers…

3. Optimize with those suppliers your

products and processes…

Four purchasing imperatives

3. ‘Focus on Best Value AND Cost Reduction’…

26

Societal
Value

Shareholder
Value

Customer
Value
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Four purchasing imperatives

4. Reduce waste, act circular…

Basic idea: we buy functionality rather than property + everything
that is purchased is to be returned to the source of origin + we buy
from sustainable sources…

Examples:

 Pay per use contract (Rolls Royce)

 Performance contract (Road construction)

 Buy- and sell back contract (Packaging)

 Buy and resell contract (Office furniture)

27

New 
contracting

methods

Figure 2: Circular economy system diagram (EMF, 2013, p. 24)
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Three key competences
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Three key competences

Key competence 1:

 ‘Capability to Connect’…

30
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Three key competences

Key competence 2:

 ‘Creativity to Change’…
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Three key competences

Key competence 3:

 ‘Courage to Challenge’….

32
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Three key competences
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